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Chile: Macro-economic environment
Chile a stable economy with low government debt

Sovereign Ratings (S&P) and
Government Gross Debt (% GDP)
Key Economic Indicators
Population:

19,5 mm

GDP:

US $317 bn

GDP per capita:

US $16 k

Inflation (%):

11,6%

Debt / GDP

36%

Investment / GDP :

27%

Exports / GDP:

30%

Imports / GDP

29%

Sovereign ratings:

A1 (Neg) / A / A-

Source: S&P and Bloomberg

Figures as of dec-21
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Chilean Financial System and Cooperative role
A diversified economy with a stable growth

Economic Sectors Contribution to GDP

Total Loans

(usd bn, YoY growth%)

Total Deposits

(usd bn, YoY growth%)

• The saving and credit cooperative sector (CAC´s) represent a small
portion of total loans and deposits.
• The CAC´s are the only non-financial institutions that can offer deposits
• BUT the CAC´s bring formal access to the financial system to more than
1 million people (around 13% of workforce).

Figures as of dec-21
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Where Coopeuch Stands Among the System
Equity & Market Share of Loans
Equity & Basel III Ratio
(CMF - Equity as of may22, Basel Ratio as of feb22)
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Chilean Financial System and Cooperative role
Long history of local and international ratings

• Since 2003, Coopeuch maintains local and
international ratings, with the most prestigious
rating
agencies
in
the
world.
The
methodology and scale applied is the same
used for banks.

ESG Ratings by Moody´s

Local Ratings

International Ratings

• Since 2021, agencies have incorporated, in
addition
to
traditional
ratings,
ESG
(Environment, Social and Governance)
ratings, seeking to include these matters in
the global classification of institutions.

ESG Ratings by S&P

• The cooperative, given its business model,
stands out above local banks and
internationally in sustainability ratings.

Social Cooperatives´ s role is recognized for the rating agencies

Figures as of dec-21
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Coop’s difficulties regarding other financial institutions
The regulation framework for Banks and
Cooperatives is the same
Financial Market
Commission (CMF)

Central Bank (BCCh)

Ministry of Economy

General Banking Law

Liquidity Regulations

General Cooperatives
Law

Nevertheless “the court is not even”

• Only banks have access to the liquidity discount window of the Central
Bank of Chile (BCCh).
• Cooperatives does not have access to all the BCCh´s permanent and
intraday liquidity facilities.
• Cooperatives does not have access to participate of the real time gross
settlement system (LBTR) nor to the clearinghouses.

IFRS

Real time gross
settlement system
(LBTR)

Regulatory
Committees

Liquidity Facilities

Risk Models

BCCh Checking
Account

• Cooperatives have no access to have BCCh’s checking account.
• CAC´s cannot offer to people checking accounts and US dollar deposits.
• Either way, CAC’s are obliged to make financial banking reserves just like
all banks in Chile, but in checking accounts of other banks instead of
BCCh.

Adicional for
Cooperatives
Only Banks
Banks&Cooperatives

Basel III

Coop Capital
Regulations
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Long path to fair conditions
For several years, the cooperatives
have been talking with the Central
Bank with no material changes.

• Then on 2015, the Central Bank of Chile and Chile’s Ministry of
Finance, requested to the World Bank to make a standalone review of
the financial market infrastructure of Chile.
• In this report(1) published on 2016, the World Bank mentions that some
institutions such as cooperatives, securities brokers-dealers and
insurance companies among other non-banks institutions don’t have
direct access to the Central Bank and recommends to expand the
access.

(1) Detailed Assessment Report of LBTR, Sistema de Liquidación Bruta en Tiempo Real, May 2016
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Long path to fair conditions
For several years, the cooperatives
have been talking with the Central
Bank with no material changes.

• Later in 2019, the Central Bank also requested a study to the IMF
regarding this issue, in which Coopeuch participates by holding
several meetings with the IMF, revealing the size, business model, and
main risks faced by the cooperative for not having this access.
• The result of this study, published in May 2020 "Chile: Technical
Assistance Report-Central Bank Services to Non-bank Financial
Institutions", the IMF recommends that the access to the Central Bank
needs to be expanded.
• Also in 2020, in the previous government, it was announced a bill to
expand access to checking accounts and liquidity facilities that the
Central Bank provides to other non-banking entities, including savings
and credit cooperatives. This bill got stuck in Congress.
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Long path to fair conditions
For several years, the cooperatives
have been talking with the Central
Bank with no material changes.

• Then in May of this year, under the new government, the previous issue was
taken up again, with a new bill entering Congress that strengthens the
resilience of the financial system and its infrastructures. This project seeks to
make progress on four major issues:
1. The market for sales operations with repurchase agreements (Repos);
2. Expanding central bank services to financial market infrastructures and
non-bank financial intermediaries;
3. Improvement of the institutional framework for financial market
infrastructures;

4. And to improve aspects applicable to the legislation of savings and
credit cooperatives.
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Potential Benefits from the access to the Central Bank

✓ Funding security: the most relevant of the impacts, since it has access of last instancy of the Central Bank.
✓ Decreased risk of fraud and operational risk: having a checking account at the Central Bank reduces the
operating load, signature processes and prevention of fraud associated with the current accumulation of
daily transfers between commercial bank checking accounts.
✓ Reduction of reputational risk: we no longer depend on other banks for the collection and payment to and
from our branches and partners.
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Potential Benefits from the access to the Central Bank

✓ Possibility of overnight financing (FPL) with a cost of MPR +25bps: it allows managing cash with 1-day funding,
something that today we have no alternative to, except for a term deposit issuance (minimum 7 days) via
Institutional Time Deposits, which naturally generates inefficiencies at some point.
✓ Possibility of intraday financing (FLI) at no cost: to facilitate the management of the timing of cash receipts by
branches within the same day, avoiding having to fund it for a longer term, today the only short-term
alternative (7 minimum days) is the issuance of Institutional Time Deposits.
✓ Deposit liquidity surpluses in the Permanent Deposit Facility (FPD) with a benefit of MPR -25bps: this is a form of
cash remuneration, which is currently zero in most bank checking accounts. In addition, this option is free of
credit risk.
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Potential Benefits from the access to the Central Bank

✓ Decrease in the number of checking accounts in commercial banks: once the system is in place, we will be able
to close all or most of our checking accounts, which will facilitate financial movements and cost savings.
✓ Possibility of acting in the interbank credit market, without guarantee, with expiration in one bank business day. It
should be noted that this information is used by the Central Bank to calculate the daily Interbank Rate (TIB).
✓ Increase in Ratings: because all of the rating agencies use the banking methodology for Credits and Savings
Cooperatives, an important factor is the Liquidity, which includes the access to the Central Bank. Of course, this will
be reducing the financial costs of the cooperative.
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Thanks ;)

We are now

Partners!

